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Abstract—Recently an algebraically derived optimal cost solution policy of the integrated vendor-buyer problem with equal sized batch transfer was presented. The solution technique was illustrated with a numerical example and in comparison with two available methods in the literature a significant cost reduction was shown. This paper highlights that the optimal total cost obtained by them is about 5.8% higher than the optimal total cost derived for the same numerical example by another two methods in the literature. In this paper a model of this integrated vendor-buyer problem with equal and unequal sized batch transfer is developed. A simple minimal cost solution technique of the model, derived algebraically, is presented and a solution algorithm is provided. The model is also solved using derivatives and the same results of numerical examples are found. For simplicity the algebraic approach is presented here. For three numerical examples, a comparative study of this approach with one of the best available methods (modified) in the literature is also carried out. For the numerical examples studied, the technique developed in this paper seems to provide better solution.
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